Campden House Gardens
KS2 Curriculum points: Local history study
v An aspect of a site dating from beyond 1066 that is significant in the locality
v Looking at a range of sources to construct knowledge of our history
v Selecting relevant information to construct informed responses
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Sir Baptist Hicks (c.1550-1629)
Campden House and Gardens, next to St. James’ Church, were built by Sir Baptist Hicks, one of
the wealthiest men of his time. He made his money through selling rich fabrics (such as velvet,
silk and damask) to the rich,famous and the Royal Court in London and by lending money at
interest, including to King James I who knighted him in 1603.
Owning land meant you had power and status. In around 1610, Hicks bought the manor of
Chipping Campden and in 1612 began to build one of the finest houses in the country. The
extensive gardens would have been highly fashionable, elaborate and used to impress his
guests and show off his great wealth.
In 1645 the house was deliberately destroyed during the English Civil War and the gardens have
not survived. Now you need skills of deduction and imagination!

Looking at the evidence
There are no records from the time, to show exactly what the gardens looked like – so how can
we find out? There are lots of different sources and pieces of evidence that put together,
can help us build a picture:
v Surviving earthworks/landscape features (looking on the ground)
v Archaeological excavation (digging to look underground)
v Geophysical survey (physical sensing technique used for archaeological imaging)
v Aerial photographs (birds’ eye view, taken from directly above)
v Gardening books and other written or printed material from the 17th century
v 17th century paintings such as portraits that often show gardens in the background
v Surviving gardens from the same historical period

17th century gardens – Pleasure v.s Function
Only the wealthy could afford gardens purely for pleasure. Smaller landowners or people with
cottage gardens would have used them to keep animals and grow food.
Campden House did have a Kitchen Garden for herbs and vegetables and a Bleach Garden
to dry and whiten laundry in the sun, but theses were separate from the Formal Gardens, which
were for recreation, entertainment and admiring the views.
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Jacobean formal garden design
The Jacobean era (reign of James I 1603–1625) came after the Tudor period of tightly ordered
knot gardens, often based on tapestries and embroidery, using small hedging to form intricate
patterns. The 17th century used new ideas, brought back by travellers to Europe. The Italian
Renaissance and the formal gardens of France and Holland now influenced Jacobean garden
design in England.
Campden House Gardens included many popular features of Jacobean design:
v Loggias (covered corridor with open walls) to connect house and gardens
v Symmetrical design throughout
v Parterre (flat area set out in a design, often using paths and flower-filled beds)
v Terraces (flat areas overlooking a view or ‘prospect’)
v Different levels often connected by steps and terraces
v Water features such as fountains, water parterre, small canals and ponds
v ‘Prospects’ (views to look out on to) often including orchards

The Parterre
The word comes from the French meaning ‘on the ground’. Pathways were laid out in a
pattern where separated areas were often filled with flowerbeds, or other decoration. We
know the pattern of Baptist Hicks’s parterre by the remains of the stone paths, now under the
surface, which were discovered using geophysical surveys and archaeological excavations.
They show that Hicks had his parterre set out in the design of the Union flag.
This had recently been adopted in Britain in 1606, to combine the flags of England and Scotland
under the rule of James I. We might guess that Sir Baptist Hicks was hoping to impress the King
and perhaps encourage a royal visit to Campden House. We could also guess that Sir Baptist
was disappointed, because the King never came!

The fountain and water supply
The parterre remains also show that there was a stone-lined pit at the centre of the design. This
was probably for a fountain. It would have been supplied with water from the natural springs
that Sir Baptist Hicks had piped underground from his stone built Conduit House on Westington
Hill, all the way to Campden House and the Almshouses. The luxury of a private supply of fresh
water showed that Sir Baptist was keen that his house and gardens should have all the
fashionable mod cons (modern conveniences) and that he could afford to install them!
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Design your own parterre

Use the information about parterres and anything else you can research in books or on the
internet to design your own parterre. It would work best on A3 or bigger size paper.
You can use Sir Baptist Hicks’ Union Flag pattern or come up with your own.
What will you fill the beds in with? You can keep it simple or use a few different choices.
17th century parterres used these things:
v coloured sands and gravels
v medicinal herbs and scented flowers
v grass, kept short
v topiary (evergreen shrubs cut into shapes)
v statues
v decorative plants placed in intricate curving patterns
v new and exotic plants collected from Europe and Turkey such as Tulips, Hyacinths, Crown
Imperials and Auriculas, (often given as treasured and rare gifts)

Tulip

Hyacinth

Crown Imperial

Auricula

Materials you might use:
v Pens, pencils, crayons
v Pastels
v Tissue paper
v Cut up magazines
v Paint
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‘nothing is more pleasant to the eye
than green grass kept finely shorn’
Francis Bacon, 1625

